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CHAPTER XVII. 

 
OPERATIONS OF THE ALLIED GREAT ARMY AGAINST THE MARSHELS UP TO THE MARCH OF THE 

EMPEROR ON ARCIS-SUR-AUBE.  -- OPERATIONS AGAINST THE EMPEROR UP TO THE REUNION 

WITH THE ARMY OF SILESIA.  -- OPERATIONS OF THE ARMY OF SILESIA FROM 18 TO 23 MARCH.  -- 

OPERATIONS OF THE EMPEROR AND THE ALLIED ARMIES DURING THE DAY OF MARCH 24. 

 

_________ 

 

ARCIS-SUR-AUBE. 

 

Orders of the Emperor for the day of 20 March.   --On 20 March, in the morning, he gave1 accordingly, to Ney, 

to Sebastiani, to Letort the order to march on Arcis by the left bank of the Aube; to Defrance, Mouriez 

(Mourier?)and Drouot to move on this point by the right bank, placing themselves, so as to leave on the 20th, at 

night, on the road to Vitry. He prescribed Oudinot to continue from Anglure on Arcis without too tiring his troops; 

Macdonald leave Souham to Nogent and Bray, and go on Arcis by the right bank of the Seine and Aube with his 

corps and that of Gérard, and even bring the National Guard.  He urged Vincent to stay at Épernay, to Allix to stand 

on Sens, and finally to Marmont and Mortier to come and join the main body at Châlons. 

 

In all this, there is seen no question of arrangements for a battle, and the panegyrists for Schwarzenberg, like the 

German authors commit consequently, an error, perhaps voluntarily, when they say that the Emperor intended to 

deliver battle at Arcis. The movement he had prescribe only coincided with that of the Allies, and the resolution of 

Schwarzenberg, when the Emperor was least expected, brought only a meeting that Napoleon neither sought nor 

desired. 

                                                           
1Correspondance nos 21522, 21523. 21524 and 21525.  --Records of Berthier; orders of Ney, 20 March, in the 

morning; Chief of Staff to Macdonald, Villenauxe, 20 March at noon, and Anglure, 7 o'clock at night; orders of 

Oudinot. (Archives of the War.) 
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Concern and dissatisfaction of the Emperor of Russia.  --The offensive disposition sent by Schwarzenberg, the 

19th in evening, was so sudden, so unexpected, so little in keeping with his usual procedures and his earlier orders 

that he had sent, one they seemed assigned naturally by the spontaneous and personal decision of Generalissimo on 

the intervention of his ordinary councilors, particularly Radetzky.  It was not the case however.  The initiative and 

merit of this measure properly belong only to Schwarzenberg.  Toll, who cannot be suspected of bias towards the 

Generalissimo, does not hesitate to acknowledge it.  Sent by Schwarzenberg to Brienne in the presence of Barclay, 

having returned to the headquarters from Pougy in the evening after eight o'clock, he was not a little surprised to see 

the Generalissimo, who had begun to relate the reports of Kaisarov, charging him to address at Troyes, the 

sovereigns, with a summary of the new orders he had resolved to send his lieutenants.  Against all odds, these orders 

failed to satisfy the uneasiness of the Emperor Alexander, and caused him a great disappointment, which he had not 

yet recovered from until the next day around noon, when accompanied by the King of Prussia, he joined 

Schwarzenberg and his general staff beside Mesnil-Lettre. 

 

20 March.  --Arcis-sur-Aube.  --Positions of the Vth Corps on 20 March in the morning.  --On 20 March in the 

morning, Wrede arrived in Nogent-sur-Aube, where he had spent the night, placing in position the Vth Corps, which 

came to form on the Mesnil-la-Comtesse-Chaudrey line.  General Frimont who, with the divisions of Ignatz 

Hardegg and Spleny, had provided the outposts during the night of the 19th to 20th, covered the Vth Corps at a 

considerable distance ahead and was facing the Aube.  Central to these outposts, two battalions of Székely (infantry 

of military borders) still occupied Arcis; to their right, a jäger battalion held Torcy-le-Grand, Torcy-le-Petit and 

Saint-Nabord.  To the left, fourteen Austrian cavalry squadrons (eight from the hussars Archduke Joseph and six 

from the Székely Hussars) were in position west of Arcis, around Villette, making the front from the Barbuise and 

Pouan. 

 

First movements of the cavalry of the Vth Corps and the right wing of the Allies.  --At 8 o'clock in the morning, 

Hardegg informed Frimont that a few scouts of the French cavalry, who had gone beyond Villette, retreated on 

Pouan, followed by his hussars.  At this news, Frimont ordered General Von Geramb to push the Archduke Joseph 

Hussars by Villette just up to Pouan and reconnoiter the position, to determine the strength and intentions of the 

enemy, however without engaging with it. 

 

But the French had already set in motion strong columns of cavalry and the Austrian general, forced to retreat 

almost immediately on Villette, could not collect any information. 

 

It was left to Frimont to comply with the strict orders that prohibited him from undertaking anything, even against a 

weaker opponent than him.  As prescribed to him by the instructions, he had to resign himself to bring all the cavalry 

of the vanguard to Ortillon and return to Chaudrey his infantry.  He sent in addition to Kaisarov the order to settle 

with his Cossacks at Voué and to stay in communication by Mesnil-la-Comtesse with the left of the division of 

Antoine Hardegg. 

 

At 9 o'clock, the Austrian infantry evacuated Arcis.  Followed by the cavalry, they withdrew with the jäger from the 

vicinity around Torcy and Saint-Nabord on Ortillon and Chaudrey.  There only remained ahead of the position 

where the Vth Corps had massed, the outposts of Spleny in Torcy-le-Petit, and two squadrons of the Székely Hussars 

in observation on the road from Arcis to Troyes and destined to give a hand to Kaisarov. 

 

Finally, while Wrede confided in Frimont the command of all the cavalry, the guards and reserves reached Onjon 

there forming the reserve of the right wing.2 

 

First movements of the three corps of the left wing.  --Immediately after receiving in Troyes, in the night of the 

19th to 20th, the dispositions of Schwarzenberg, the Crown Prince of Württemberg had informed the Generalissimo3 

that his column heads would likely arrive at Charmont about 10 o'clock in the morning. 

 

                                                           
2TAXIS, Tagebuch  (K. K. Kriegs Archiv., XIII. 32); STÄRKE, Eintheilung und Tagesbegebenheiten der Haupt-

Armee im Monate März  (Ibid., III, 1). 

 
3Crown Prince of Württemberg to Schwarzenberg, Troyes, 20 March, 3 o'clock in the morning. (Ibid.) 
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The 20th at daybreak, the corps of the left wing resumed in fact their movement in three columns.  The VIth Corps, 

forming the right, headed from Villechétif, by Creney on Charmont.  Pahlen, with light cavalry, served as his 

advanced guard.  The left column, composed of the IVth Corps and part of the IIIrd, debouched from Troyes, by 

Pont-Hubert, and caught up with the road from Feuges at Voué and Arcis.  The Austrian cavalry division of Count 

Nostitz and the Württemberg cavalry of Prince Adam marched on the left flank of the second column. 

 

The troops of the left wing were so tired by the forced marches of the last days that the column heads were between 

9 and 10 o'clock, still very far from Charmont.  Later, when they were about to reach the level of this point, the 

Crown Prince, to whom the dispositions indicated Plancy as the overall objective of the offensive movement of the 

whole army, thought to do well by taking it upon himself to save his three corps the difficult crossing of the defile 

formed by the swampy Barbuise.  He ordered, therefore, his three corps to take a left out of Feuges and head by Les 

Petit and Les Grand-Chapelles and Prémierfait, right on Plancy.  Kaisarov, who he knew was posted in Voué, 

seemed able to ensure with his Cossacks the communication between his troops and the Vth Corps. 

 

This resolution of the Crown Prince of Württemberg joined with the French movement on Arcis, destroyed all the 

plans of Schwarzenberg.  The march of the left wing in the direction of Prémierfait deprived, indeed, the 

Generalissimo of the contribution of three of his corps during the battle of the 20th, and the Allied army was, 

throughout the day, to consist of two wings insulated from each other, separated by the course of Barbuise and 

operating, one against Arcis, the other on Plancy. 

 

Much of the IIIrd Corps was still on the left bank of the Seine.  One of its regiments provided, under the orders of 

General Pflüger, the garrison of Troyes; the Crenneville division was monitoring the roads from Sens, Traînel and 

Nogent, and a regiment of Württemberg horse jäger posted a Villacerf, kept the passages of the Seine and the Melda 

and maintained communications between the corps of the left wing and Troyes. 

 

Although Gyulay would have received marching orders at four in the morning, and although his troops were 

stationed two miles on average west of Troyes, the bulk of the IIIrd Corps had nevertheless managed to reach the 

entrance to the city at six o'clock in the morning.  Stopped there by the equipment of the IVth and VIth corps, the 

divisions of the IIIrd Corps had to take a long enough break before defiling through town, crossing the bridge of 

Pont-Hubert and embark on the road of Feuges where Gyulay eventually reach the IVth Corps.  But the Crown 

Prince, fearing Troyes would fall into the hands of the French, ordered one of the brigades Gyulay (the brigade of 

Czollich) to return immediately with two batteries and to establish himself on the heights of Pont Hubert.  In case 

the army was forced to retreat, this brigade was to further take position at the bridge of the Guillotière and cover the 

road to Vendeuvre.  These measures, more than sufficient to cover Troyes and the rear of the left wing that no 

French troops had threaten, do not seem to have completely reassured the Crown Prince.  General Fresnel, already in 

march on Arcis, was, also, ordered to return to the Guillotière to eventually collect the Crenneville Division and take 

command of the troops for the defense of Troyes and Barse.  The outposts were pushed two leagues ahead of 

Troyes, to the right at Les Grez, the center at Pavillon, the at left Macey had seen nothing to worry about, the very 

fact that the cavalry of General Letort, who had camped overnight at Les Grez had recrossed in the morning on to 

the right bank of the Seine.4 

 

Frimont evacuates Arcis-sur-Aube.  --Positions of the French corps at 11 o'clock in the morning.  --

Meanwhile, the French army marched in echelon to Arcis by the two banks of the Aube, Sebastiani and Ney by the 

left bank, Defrance and the Old Guard on the right bank.  Sebastiani who formed the column head with the cavalry 

divisions of Exelmans and Colbert had arrived before 10 o'clock at the level of Pouan where he crossed the 

Barbuise, throwing back on the road to Troyes the parties of Cossacks of Kaisarov, and the cavalrymen of Frimont 

on Arcis.  The infantry of Ney, supporting the movement of the French cavalry had appeared on the right bank of the 

Pouan between the Barbuise and Villette. 

 

                                                           
4Field Marshal Lieutenant Fresnel to Feldzeugmeister Duka, Troyes, 20 March (K. K. Kriegs Archiv., III, 367).  This 

dispatch allows one to get an accurate idea of the Allies fear for their wings and their rear.  Fresnel said among other 

things here that Seslavin who, against his expectation, left the road of Sens, had prescribed Crenneville to send 

everyone on Maisons-Blanches and he adds also that Crenneville with his feeble cavalry did not seem strong enough 

to cover alone Bar-sur-Seine and ensure the safety of the quarters of the Emperor of Austria. 
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At 10: 45 Sebastiani entered Arcis that Frimont, complying with the orders of the Generalissimo, had evacuated to 

fall back slowly on the heights of Mesnil-la-Comtesse where he took position on the right of the Vth Corps.5  One 

immediately began to repair the bridge of the Aube that the Austro-Bavarian had failed to destroy. 

 

At this very moment, the Emperor was far from believing that he would have to fight.  Ney and Sebastiani came to 

report that the Austro-Bavarian cavalry withdrew before them by the road from Brienne and the Cossacks took the 

from road Voué.  The left wing of the Allies had just veered left from Feuges on Les Grandes-Chapelles and had not 

yet appeared.  The Emperor, therefore, had every reason to think that Schwarzenberg continued his retreat up the 

Aube.  Ney, who arrived at Arcis and was able to make for himself an accurate account of the situation, did not 

notice any worrisome signs and had given his troops the order to "cross on the right bank of Aube when the bridge 

was restored.  His artillery was placed in park at the farm of Vasseurs and the cavalry of Defrance sent 

reconnaissances on Lhuître and Ramerupt"6 while the cavalry of the Guard scouted the roads of Brienne and 

Troyes.7 

 

Orders given by Prince Schwarzenberg at 9 o'clock in the morning.  --Chance and especially the changes the 

Crown Prince of Württemberg had felt authorized to modify the third dispositions of the Generalissimo were, once 

again, to serve the interests of the Allies in opposing the timely execution of the orders that Schwarzenberg had just 

sent from Pougy at 9 o'clock in the morning. 

 

Determined to stop the enemy who crossed the Aube at Plancy, expecting to see his various columns take their 

positions between 9 and 10 o'clock in the morning, the Generalissimo had set for 11 o'clock the general attack whose 

signal was to be given great bonfire lit on the heights of Mesnil-Lettre and three cannon shots.8 

 

At this signal, the Vth Corps, pressing its right wing to the Aube, had to push on Arcis.  The columns of the IIIrd, IVth 

and VIth Corps established in Charmont, their left at the Barbuise, were ordered to move on Voué and Saint-Remy-

sous-Barbuise, to connect to the right of the Vth Corps in a manner to be able to support him when deploying. 

 

The cavalry of these three corps had the mission to cover during the march the left of the Crown Prince.  The 

Cossacks of Kaisarov were responsible to seek and maintain communications between the leading edge of the left 

wing under Pahlen and the left of the Vth Corps.  In this way, the junction of the four corps was fulfilled with the 

arrival of the left column on the positions of Montsuzain and Voué, and those of the right at the level of Saint-

Nabord. 

 

One then proposed to immediately push forward the cavalry reserve.  The guards and reserves had orders to follow 

the columns of march of the other corps and to be moved on Voué and Saint-Remy-sous-Barbuise.  The columns to 

cross as quickly as possible the defile of the Barbuise, had attached to the reserve artillery of the Vth Corps of the 

flying bridge crews and pioneers.  The Vth Corps, after crossing the Barbuise, had to turn right and try to drive the 

enemy from Plancy bridge.  Finally, immediately after the arrival of the columns at Rhèges, the cavalry, preceded by 

its light batteries, should take the lead and seriously challenge the enemy it was expected to meet in march on Méry. 

 

The Generalissimo concluded his order with the following instructions: 

 

"All movements must be executed quickly.  One will avoid cannonades unflinchingly; we will employ artillery in 

large mass in order to give more effectiveness to its fire." 

 

Finally, the Generalissimo informed his corps commanders in case of failure, the Vth Corps would withdraw on 

                                                           
5TAXIS, Tagebuch (K. K. Kriegs Archiv., XIII, 32); STÄRKE, Eintheilung und Tagesbegebenheiten der Haupt-

Armee im Monate März (Ibid., III, 1) and Sebastiani to the Chief of Staff (Archives of the War). 

 
6Orders of Ney, Arcis-sur-Aube, 20 March. (Archives of the War.) 

 
7Sebastiani to the Chief of Staff, Arcis-sur-Aube, 20 March, 11 o'clock in the morning. (Archives of the War.) 

 
8TAXIS, Tagebuch. (K. K. Kriegs Archiv., XIII, 82.) 
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Lesmont and Précy-Saint-Martin, the IIIrd, IVth and VIth on Dolancourt, Spoy and the bridge of Bar-sur-Aube, the 

guards and reserves on Dienville and Bossancourt.9 

 

Cavalry skirmishes on the right bank of the Aube.  --In the morning, two regiments of cavalry of the Russian 

Guard (of the division of General Ozharovsky), sent to reconnoiter Arcis by the right bank of the Aube, had run up 

against a French cavalry column (General Defrance) that he had brought to Isle-sous-Ramerupt.  The French 

squadrons settled with five guns on the banks of the Huîtrelle and held their outposts in front of Isle. 

 

But when the Allies corps received a little after 11 o'clock the new dispositions, the Russians reinforced by four 

squadrons of the Russian Guard came from Lesmont to Ramerupt with General Chalikov, forcing the French 

outposts to fall back from Isle just to Vinets.  Greeted on this point by the fire of the French artillery, attacked by the 

cavalry, the Russians were in turn forced to retreat in the direction of Ramerupt. 

 

Deployment of the Vth Corps at noon.  --On the left bank, Wrede, worried by the appearance of the French cavalry 

on the opposite bank, fearing to jeopardize the operation of the Allied army on Plancy by pushing further, wishing to 

further protect against any attack against his right or against his rear, had given at the same time the order to Spleny 

to monitor the course of the Aube from Nogent-sur-Aube up to Arcis with the dragoons of Knesevich and the uhlans 

of Schwarzenberg.  He sent at the same time the Austrian brigade of Volkmann to take position between Torcy-le-

Petit, Saint-Nabord and Vaupoisson with a battery whose fire, hitting in enfilade the French squadrons, forced them 

to stop.  Moments later, the French cavalry noticed the movement of the Austrian infantry on the left bank and  

slowly retreated on the right bank of the Aube.  Spleny, who hugged in his marching movement to its level on the 

opposite bank, recognized the existence of a large gathering of cavalry near the Chêne and staggering its observation 

posts on the same bank of the river between Torcy-le-Grand and Torcy-le-Petit. 

 

Shortly before noon, the Vth Corps completed its deployment on two lines. 

 

To its right, the brigade of Volkmann (five battalions) was based in Torcy-le-Petit.  The cavalry of Spleny and a 

battalion of jäger extend to the Aube, supported in second line by two battalions.  The center, established before 

Chaudrey, consisted of the Rechberg Division in the front line, of division of La Motte in the second and the brigade 

of  Bavarian cavalry of Diez in reserve behind the infantry. 

 

Frimont and Antoine Hardegg were on the left wing with the brigade of Austrian cavalry of Geramb and the Vieregg 

Bavarian Cavalry Brigade.  All these troops had with them their artillery.  The left wing was reinforced by two 

batteries of 12 pounders of the reserve. 

 

Kaisarov was at this moment to the left to Frimont at Voué, where he was soon to be joined by the Cossacks of 

Seslavin, coming by Troyes, from the area of Sens. 

 

March of the left wing from Feuges on Prémierfait.  --At 10 o'clock in the morning, Colonel Baillet de La Tour, 

Chief of Staff the IVth Corps, sent word to the Crown Prince of Württemberg having arrived with the head of the 

cavalry on the heights of Feuges, that he would stop and await the concentration of troops led by the Prince and the 

arrival of the VIth corps on the heights behind Charmont.  "I sent," even wrote the colonel, "a cavalry regiment to 

Villacerf to monitor the ford and maintain communication with Troyes, and sent in different directions the parties 

responsible for reconnoitering the position of the enemy.  General Count Pahlen seeks to link up with the advanced 

guard of the Vth  Corps."10 

 

Around 11 o'clock, when the infantry was come up to Feuges, the Crown Prince formed his two corps into two 

columns.  Deploying in an extended front by battalions in close column, he directed to the left in march through the 

fields of Les Grandes-Chapelles and Prémierfait, making precede on the right by Pahlen, with the light cavalry of 

the VIth Corps: in the center by Count Nostitz, at the head of four regiments of Austrian cuirassiers; to the left by 

Prince Adam of Württemberg and Württemberg cavalry. 

                                                           
9Dispositions of Schwarzenberg, Pougy, 20 March, 9 o'clock in the morning. 
10Colonel Count Baillet de La Tour to the Crown Prince of Württemberg, heights of Feuges, 20 March, 10 o'clock in 

the morning.  (K. K. Kriegs Archiv., III, 369 a.) 
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Arrival of the sovereigns on the plateau of Mesnil-Lettre.  --About noon the Emperor Alexander and the King of 

Prussia, leaving Troyes in the morning, joined the Generalissimo at Mesnil-Lettre. 

 

The movements of the French troops on Arcis, the lack of news and the delay of the left wing, had baffled 

Schwarzenberg and upset all his plans.  He did not know what was happening on his right side and Vitry, from 

whom he not yet received the dispatch in which Tettenborn announced his entry at Châlons, his going to recommend 

to the General Lambert to do nothing for now and wait at Vitry for the results of events from the edges of the Aube 

going to the theater.  From the top of the Mesnil-Lettre plateau and Mesnil-la-Comtesse and especially the positions 

occupied by the Vth Corps, one clearly distinguish the movements of the French; one perceived their infantry massed 

around Arcis.  It was not that what the Generalissimo had planned.  Thoughtful and concerned, he already regretted 

the resolution made in the morning.  Not knowing if the French would debouch from Arcis to attack or would just 

wait for his attack, having on hand a single corps, he hesitated to give the agreed upon signal.  The arrival of the 

sovereigns and the reception Alexander gave him were hardly likely to put an end to his hesitations, to calm his 

anxiety.  The Emperor of Russia, surprised and unhappy with the orders of the Generalissimo, had merely greeted 

and talked with him a few meaningless words.  Then, dismounting and pulling aside Barclay de Tolly and Toll, and 

addressing them, he asked them in Russian and an angry tone why the Generalissimo had suddenly changed his 

mind, why army had not continued its retreat on Trannes.  Toll, who approved the resolution of Schwarzenberg 

replied:  "If yesterday morning, rather than concentrating on Plancy to be closer to Macdonald, Napoleon had forced 

our outpost from Arcis, he should have continued the retreat on Trannes.  But he had lost 24 hours and allowed us to 

concentrate between Pougy and Troyes.  We have superiority of numbers, why not take the opportunity to strike a 

decisive blow?  We have the advantage.  The enemy will be forced to fight with a swampy river to its back, it cannot 

cross on two points.  We are, instead, masters of the heights, and we can maneuver at our pleasure and under cover." 

 

These arguments did not reach nor dispel the discontent, or address the concerns of the Czar.  More than ever he was 

convinced that Napoleon would demonstrate at Arcis while the bulk of his army would continue to file, by the right 

bank of the Aube on Brienne and the communications of the Great Army.  Also, turning to Barclay de Tolly, he had 

ordered him to march up to Saint-Rémy-sous-Barbuise the reserves that would have had to stop at Longsols.11 

 

Napoleon at Arcis.  --During this conference, the Emperor Napoleon arrived about one o'clock in Arcis.  Although 

the configuration of the terrain hid the positions of the Allies, although the cavalry had yet seen anything to worry 

about, Ney and Sebastiani informed by peasants of the march and approach the Vth Corps, believed it necessary take 

all measures to ensure their best defense of Arcis.  The cavalry of Sebastiani was entirely in front of this city.  Ney's 

infantry occupied Torcy-le-Grand. 

 

But the Emperor refused to believe the reports from his lieutenants and the information of country folk.  He 

continued to believe the Allied Great Army was in retreat.  The troops, the farmers said that they had seen, must 

only be a rear guard responsible for covering the retrograde motion of Schwarzenberg.  He sent, however, one of his 

orderlies  in a reconnaissance with a squadron.  But this officer, instead of pushing to the top of the plateau that 

extends in front of Arcis, returned after some time, announcing that he glimpsed a thousand Cossacks, and the 

Emperor reassured by this report, ordered his lieutenants to remain on their positions and expect the arrival of 

Macdonald.  He went himself in person to Torcy-le-Grand, while Sebastiani, that the report of the orderly officer 

failed to reassure, moved with two squadrons on the road from Voué. 

 

Schwarzenberg towards 2 o'clock gives the signal to attack.  --Although the Crown Prince of Württemberg was 

still far and although the right wing continued to be completely separated from the left wing, it remained impossible 

for Schwarzenberg to wait any longer without taking a resolution.  From where he stood with the sovereigns, 

Barclay and Wrede, he had followed for more than an hour the movements of the cavalrymen of Sebastiani and 

infantry of Ney.  The occupation of Torcy-le-Grand could be a precursor to an offensive movement from the French. 

Afraid of being beaten before they could affect a junction with his left, he decided at 2 o'clock to head towards 

Napoleon and give from Mesnil-Lettre the agreed signal.12  Whatever may have been the reason for this resolution, 

                                                           
11BERNHARDI, Denkwürdigkeiten aus dem Leben des Grafen von Toll, V, and BOGDANOWITCH, Campaign of 

1814, II. 

 
12STÄRKE, Eintheilung und Tagesbegebenheiten der Haupt-Armee im Monate März. (K. K. Kriegs Archiv., III, 1.) 
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it was certain in every way and the best that Schwarzenberg could take. 

 

Offensive movement of the Vth Corps.  --When the signal was given, the Vth Corps moved off on the order of 

Wrede in close columns.  To its right, the brigade of Volkmann (four battalions of Archduke Rudolph Regiment, a 

battalion of the regiment of Jordis) was brought against Torcy-le-Grand.  Two battalions of Székely (Spleny 

Division) served as reserve.  At the head of these troops, General Volkmann must, after capturing Torcy-le-Grand, 

push right against the bridge of Arcis, to seize and try to cut off the French troops established on the left bank. The 

bulk of the division of Spleny, the uhlans of Schwarzenberg and dragoons of Knesevich, were still scattered along 

the river, from Chaudrey to Torcy-le-Petit.  The center expected to move forward as the wings had gained ground.  

To the left, the cavalry of Hardegg and the Cossacks of Kaisarov in the front line, the Bavarian cavalry of Vieregg in 

the second line, were ordered to move towards the west edge of Arcis. 

 

Cavalry battle to the left of the Vth Corps.  --These various movements were nearly completed when Sebastiani 

arrived with his two squadrons on top of the plateau. 

 

In not having time necessary to maneuver and recover to the new combinations, he was left with the choice between 

two paths:  either waiting firmly planted  with his cavalry divisions the attack of the Allied squadrons, or throw  

against them, without losing a single moment, his first line of the division.  Retaking the path of Arcis at a gallop, 

rightly judging that a cavalry standing still awaiting the charge of his opponent is likely to turn around, he ordered 

the Colbert Division to deploy and move themselves in to meet the Cossacks of Kaisarov. 

 

While this division executed the orders of Sebastiani and deployed in front in battle formation on an oblique face 

with respect to the road of Voué, at the level of Saint-Étienne-sous-Barbuise, his horse battery had gone ahead and 

opened fire against the hussars of Hardegg being formed in line on the left of Colbert.  Kaisarov, that Frimont had 

already strengthened by two squadrons of the Archduke Joseph Hussars, continued meanwhile to push to the right of 

the French cavalry.  The four other squadrons of the regiment, led by Geramb, join him when he threw himself on 

the battery.  Cossacks and hussars captured four pieces and fell on the right of Colbert, who they crushed.  The left 

of the French cavalry tried in vain to disengage the right squadrons.  Taken sideways by the fire of grapeshot of an 

Austrian battery strengthened by the arrival of a Württemberg battery, charged on its left flank by the Székely 

hussars, the whole division of Colbert turned around, most falling back in a big mess on Arcis and resulting in its 

rout of the Exelmans Division posted in second line.  Pressed by the Cossacks and the Austrian hussars, this cavalry 

rushed letting out cries of "Sauve qui peut"13 (save himself who can) towards the bridges of the Aube. 

 

From Torcy-le-Grand, the Emperor heard the guns to his right.  Followed only by his escort, he arrived at Arcis at 

the same time as the defeated squadrons of Sebastiani.  Carried away for a moment by them, he successfully 

disengaged himself.  Sword in hand, he moved in front of the fugitives with some infantry he had formed in a square 

and stopped the cavalrymen of Colbert and of Exelmans.  Then placed at the head of the bridge, he succeeded, by 

his reproaches and even more by his presence and by the influence he exerted on the troops, even in the most critical 

moments, to rally and to again move them forward.  Although this offensive return of the French cavalry had 

stopped the progress of Frimont and Kaisarov, the situation of the Emperor was nonetheless very compromised.  

Ney was too seriously committed for him to be asked for reinforcements. 

 

The Allied horse batteries already riddled Arcis with cannon balls.  The Emperor merely had to hold out until the 

arrival of the column head of the Friant division that finally emerged from Ormes at a run, crossing the bridge and 

                                                           
 
13Operational Journal of Barclay de Tolly (Topographical Arch., no 29188); TAXIS, Tagebuch (K. K. Kriegs 

Archiv., XIII, 32);. STÄRKE, Eintheilung und Tagesbegebenheiten der Haupt-Armee im Monate März (Ibid., III, 1), 

and Major General Kaisarov to Feldzeugmeister Count Gyulay, Prémierfait, 22 March (Ibid., III, 404). 

 

 In this latest report, written in French, Kaisarov thanking Gyulay for the praise he made to the Generalissimo 

regarding the conduct of the Cossacks, adds the phrase reproduced verbatim below:  "The attacks that my Cossacks 

made, on the 20th near Arcis, where the cannons were taken, I must attest to Your Excellency that it was also 

assisted by the efforts of Lieutenant Colonel Schmidt, of the Joseph-Hussar Regiment with its two squadrons, came 

in time to save my Cossacks; all already committed against a disproportionate number of cavalry..." 
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coming to form in battle formation in front the city.  This reinforcement was particularly opportune in keeping the 

affair from taking a turn for the worst beside Torcy-le-Grand. 

 

The Vth Corps attacks Torcy-le-Grand.  --As soon as Wrede noticed what happened to his left, he imposed a new 

impetus to the offensive movement of his infantry.  In the center, the Bavarians advanced on Arcis in close columns 

by battalions in mass.  To his right, the Austrians of Volkmann went beyond Torcy-le-Petit and bore against Torcy-

le-Grand.  The possession of this village was more essential as 500 meters away separated by its last houses from the 

chateau of Arcis and bridges by which the French could receive reinforcements from the right bank, also passed 

through their line of retreat.  General Volkmann so well understood the importance of this point that he launched 

without hesitation his leading battalions on the village, managing to capture it and pushing on Arcis a battalion of 

the Archduke Rudolph Regiment.  The center continued, too, its approach on Arcis.  "Everything was going well," 

writes Taxis about it in his Tagebuch,14 "when the troops of Ney, who retreated on Arcis, were suddenly about-

faced, and supported by two battalions of grenadiers, and one of the gendarmes of the Guard, retook Torcy-le-Grand 

and tried in turn to break into Torcy-le-Petit."  A fierce battle began from that time around Torcy-le-Grand.  From 3 

to 5 o'clock, the Austrians had taken and lost it again two times.  At 5 o'clock, the Rechberg Division, which with 

the Russian reserves, had gone too much to the left, finally entered the line.  The Austro-Bavarians seized again the 

village from the French; but almost at the same time the Emperor engaged two new battalions of his Guard and 

managed to drive back the Austro-Bavarians from Torcy-le-Grand.  Despite the successive reinforcements headed in 

that direction by Wrede and although he had from 5 to 8 o'clock, launched against the village fifteen battalions 

belonging to the brigade of Volkmann, the Rechberg Division, the brigade of Habermann, all the efforts of Austro-

Bavarian broke themselves against the resistance of the French troops electrified by the presence of Napoleon and 

the example of Ney. 

 

The bitter struggle which Torcy-le-Grand was the scene for several hours, had been costly to both armies.  On the 

side of the Vth Corps, General Habermann, and on the side of the French, General Janssens were both seriously 

injured and the Archduke Rudolph Regiment had more than 500 men disabled.  Volkmann of the Austrians had 

exhausted their ammunition and were pulled back on Chaudrey under the protection of dragoons of Knesevich and 

the uhlans of Schwarzenberg.15 

Despite repeated requests by Wrede who had successively engaged all his troops, the Vth Corps received no 

reinforcement.  At 5 o'clock, a Russian battery of 12 alone came to support the Bavarian artillery which had been 

seriously tested and most of the pieces of which were destroyed.16 

 

On his left wing, Frimont and Kaisarov unsuccessfully tried to help him and to throw back on Arcis the French 

cavalry.  Around 6 o'clock, the batteries of the Emperor had forced them to abandon their attempts.  The opportunity 

                                                           
14TAXIS, Tagebuch.  (K. K. Kriegs Archiv., XIII, 32.) 

 
15In the report he wrote nearly three weeks after the battle of Arcis and that is dated 8 April, the Lieutenant Field 

Marshal Spleny exposed in these terms the role played by the cavalry during the day of 20 March:  "on the 20th, after 

performing the prescribed reconnaissance, I left Arcis, and the corps retreated to the heights of Torcy-le-Petit.  The 

enemy, who followed our movements, occupied Arcis.  Two Russian cavalry regiments had tried to reconnoiter 

Arcis from the right bank of the Aube.  The enemy sent against them 1500 horses and 5 cannons, and the Russians, 

too weak to accept the fight, retired and were hotly pursued by the enemy to Isle." 

"Meanwhile, we had received the disposition under which the whole army was to attack Arcis.  As the enemy was 

threatening the Aube on several points, I was responsible for monitoring the course with dragoons of Knesevich and 

the uhlans of Schwarzenberg." 

 

"At Chêne, opposite Torcy-le-Grand, I saw fairly large forces of infantry and cavalry.  I resolved, therefore, to keep 

my two regiments between Torcy-le-Grand and Torcy-le-Petit, and to monitor the left bank by pickets and patrols." 

 

"Meanwhile, Torcy-le-Grand was taken and retaken six times, and the enemy threatening the rear of this locality had 

finished by preventing out keeping it..." 

 
16TAXIS, Tagebuch. (K. K. Kriegs Archiv., XIII, 32.) 
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had been missed; and moment when the intervention of the cavalry could produce a useful effect, had passed.  After 

the injury of Hardegg who had to hand over the command of his division to Geramb, the cavalry no longer 

undertook anything and everything was confined to this side by a violent cannonade. 

 

Night had already come when the first reinforcements requested by Miloradovich17 (the Jemelianov Brigade, 

strengthened with 1700 grenadiers from the regiments of Kexholm and Pernov), preceding the corps of the Russian 

grenadiers in march on Chaudrey, came into the line towards Torcy-le-Grand.  Wrede immediately sent in support 

the brigade of Prince Charles of Bavaria and tried one last time to remove the village.  Decimated by the crossfire of 

the French artillery, the Russians and Bavarians renounce their enterprise at the moment when the Russian brigade 

of cuirassiers of General Levashov, the grenadier regiments of Tauride and Saint Petersburg and the artillery of the 

Russian Guard, coming from Mesnil-la-Comtesse, approached Arcis and disengaged the Vth Corps, which that day 

had cost 40 officers and 3,200 men.18 

 

The Russian artillery batteries relieved those of the Bavarians and exchanged cannonades throughout the evening 

and into the night the French batteries of Torcy-le-Grand. 

 

March of the Crown Prince of Württemberg and cavalry combat of Prémierfait.  --While Wrede and the Vth 

Corps were trying in vain to wrest Torcy-le-Grand from Ney and some battalions of reinforcements were brought to 

this point by Napoleon in person, the left wing under the command of the Crown Prince of Württemberg continued 

its march in two columns in the direction from Plancy on Les Grandes-Chapelles and Prémierfait. 

 

The Crown Prince, without news from headquarters, having put himself at the head of his cavalry had reached the 

heights of Prémierfait finding nothing before him.  It was about 5 o'clock when the light cavalry, which preceded by 

far the corps of the left wing, saw a little after passing Prémierfait, a French cavalry column marching on the road 

from Méry to Lesmont.  They were, as was later learned by prisoners, two regiments of chasseurs of the Guard made 

part of the division of Letort, who having left their bivouac of Les Grez at 2 o'clock and at 4 o'clock from Méry, 

were moving with some artillery on Arcis. 

 

The Württemberg light cavalry (mounted jäger regiments of Duke Louis and Prince Adam nos 2 and 4, dragoon 

regiment of the Crown Prince no 3), under the command of Colonel von Bismarck moved briskly in front of the 

mounted chasseurs and grenadiers of the Guard and obliging them to first stop, then fall back to Charny-le-Bachot. 

Pahlen, who held at the same level as Bismarck and who marched to his right, noticed the retrograde movement of 

the French cavalrymen.  He immediately pushed his Cossacks on the road from Arcis, blocking it to the French 

cavalry forcing it to retreat in the direction of Bessy and Rhèges.  The hussars of Grodno and Ol'viopol supported 

the movement of the Cossacks; the lancers of Tchougouiev, forming the third line, headed towards Pouan, and the 

2nd Division of Cuirassiers remained, still in reserve.  The Cossacks pushed back the French regiments, harassing 

and bringing them up to the crossroads from Méry to Arcis and Lesmont and from Troyes to Plancy.  On the orders 

of the Crown Prince, the Cossacks, the hussars of Grodno and Ol'viopol then jumped with Pahlen on the left flank of 

the French regiments.  Colonel von Bismarck, Chief of Staff of the Württemberg cavalry attacked them on the right 

with the regiments Duke Louis and Prince Adam.  The Austrian cuirassiers of Nostitz and the Russian cuirassiers of 

Kretov deployed before the front of the French.  Broken by the charges of this mass of cavalry, the French 

squadrons, slashed and tumbled, fled by the road of Méry, leaving in the hands of the Crown Prince of Württemberg 

1 colonel, 12 officers and 300 men. 

                                                           
17There is no explanation on what grounds the sovereigns and the Generalissimo neglected to support Wrede in the 

course of the day.  The guards and reserves who were found, in effect, sometime in the afternoon, not far from 

Mesnil-la-Comtesse, eight kilometers from Arcis.  Their entry into the line would have been enough not only to 

clear Wrede, but to take Arcis and make the left bank of the Aube untenable.  The Generalissimo, ignoring what was 

happening to his left, did not dare to give up the only reserves he had on hand.  When he decided to reinforce Wrede 

in the evening, there was nothing more to do.  The day was lost and the Emperor was allowed to hold with 12,000 

men at most, placed in the most unfavorable conditions, the positions to which the Allies (Vth Corps and guards and 

reserves) had strengths that could, without exaggeration, be evaluated at 50,000 men. 

 
18STÄRKE, Eintheilung und Tagesbegebenheiten der Haupt-Armee im Monate März (K. K. Kriegs Archiv., III, 1); 

Operational Journal of Barclay de Tolly (Topographical Archives, no 29128), and Barclay de Tolly to 

Schwarzenberg, Montsuzain, 20 March, 10 h. 1/2 at night (K. K. Kriegs Archiv., III, 370).  
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At night, the entrance into the line of the Curély Brigade, leaving from Méry to collect the fugitives, and the artillery 

fire of this brigade which took position in front of Méry, stopped the pursuit and allowed the remains of two 

regiments to recross on to the left bank of the Seine.  The timely intervention of Curély ended the affair of the Allied 

cavalry and the Crown Prince did not even try to capture Méry, that was occupied by only a few cavalry platoons, 

which Curély had to dismount and had had charged with the defense of the bridge and barricades on the highway.19 

 

The infantry columns of the left wing had stopped behind Prémierfait. 

 

Orders given by Schwarzenberg to the Crown Prince of Württemberg for the day of 21 March.  --At 9 o'clock 

at night, the Crown Prince, returned to Grandes-Chapelles, sending his infantry the order to settle into bivouac 

immediately.  He found a dispatch from Schwarzenberg, that left from Pougy at 5 o'clock in the afternoon and 

containing the first instructions of the Generalissimo for the next day. 

 

Positions of the left wing of the Allied Great Army on the 20th in the evening.  --The Crown Prince, 

acknowledging receipt of these instructions to the Generalissimo and reporting on the affair he had just had with the 

cavalry of Letort, indicated to him the corps positions of the left wing.  The infantry of the VIth Corps occupied 

Prémierfait and Saint-Étienne-sous-Barbuise.  Part of the cavalry of Pahlen was towards Arcis.  The light troops of 

the advanced guard held at Charny and Rhèges with the outposts towards Plancy and towards Pouan.  The bulk of 

the IIIrd and IVth Corps (minus the body of troops left at Troyes) bivouacked at Grand and at Petites-Chapelles.  The 

cuirassiers were stopped at Droup-Sainte-Marie and the light cavalry of Württemberg observed the country between 

Rhèges and Méry.20 

 

Some hours later, the Crown Prince learned by a report from General Jett, who stood around Méry, that the French 

made no menacing movements against Troyes and that his cavalry communicated by Villacerf with squadrons of the 

Austrian hussars Archduke Ferdinand sent to Malmaison. 

 

The reports addressed by Fresnel and Crenneville, also in the evening from the 20th, to Feldzeugmeister Gyulay and 

that to forwarded to the Crown Prince during the night,21 the news that Major Hauer directly addressed him in 

Troyes at 10 o'clock at night, confirmed the information sent by General Jett. 

 

According to the dispatch of the Major,22 the bulk of the Crenneville division and the brigade of Pflüger were in 

reserve at Troyes and Czollich Brigade guarded the bridge at Guillotière.  A squadron of Archduke Ferdinand 

                                                           
19STÄRKE, Eintheilung und Tagesbegebenheiten der Haupt-Armee im Monate März (K. K. Kriegs Archiv, III, 1.); 

Operational Journal of the IVth Corps by Colonel Count Baillet de La Tour (Ibid., XIII, 52); the Crown Prince of 

Württemberg to Prince Schwarzenberg, Grandes-Chapelles, 20 March, 9 o'clock at night (Ibid., III, 369); the Crown 

Prince of Württemberg Prince to Schwarzenberg, Paris, 13 April, relating of combats of Plancy and Méry (Ibid., IV, 

115).  --General Curély to the Chief of Staff, Méry, 20 March. 10 o'clock at night (Archives of the War); General 

Letort to the Chief of Staff, Plancy, 21March (Ibid.); General Grundler to Molitor, Anglure, 21 March, 4 o'clock in 

the morning (Ibid.); General Milhaud to the Chief of Staff, Plancy, 21 March, 3 o'clock in the morning (Ibid.). 

 

Milhaud in this report and the General Neigre in his dispatch to Oudinot, announced further that only three pontoons 

taken from the Allies had arrived at Plancy.  The ten others had not been able to follow.  General Neigre added: 

"Three of the boats that we found on the road have been taken; I think the other seven remained at Méry where there 

were 600 to 700 horse." (Archives of the War.) 

 
20Crown Prince of Württemberg to Prince Schwarzenberg, Grandes-Chapelles, 20 March, 9 o'clock at night. (K. K. 

Kriegs Archiv., III, 369.) 

 
21Gyulay to the Crown Prince; Fresnel and Crenneville to Gyulay.  (K. K. Kriegs Archiv., III, 388, III, 388 b and III, 

388 c.) 

 
22Major Hauer to the Crown Prince, Troyes, 20 March. 10 o'clock at night. (Ibid., III, 388 a.) 
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Hussars was established in La Malmaison, another at the Pavillon.  A third squadron had two platoons on the road of 

Sens and two platoons on that of Bar-sur-Seine. 

 

The gates of Troyes were barricaded, the houses nearest of the gates crenellated and occupied by the Infantry of the 

Archduke Louis Regiment. 

 

Responsible for providing the observation posts along the Seine from Bray to Nogent, Seslavin, instead of moving in 

that direction, had rather passed through Troyes, stopped at Pont-Sainte-Marie to give fodder to his horses and  

continued from there to join the army on the Aube.  This movement of Seslavin, who discovered the road to Sens in 

Bar-sur-Seine by Chaource, was obliged Crenneville to send to Maisons-Blanches a party of 50 horses led by an 

officer. 
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